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The effect of finish roliing temperature was investigated on texture formation in a plain Cand a 0.034'1.

Nbmicroalloyed steel. Whenfinish rol[ed at I 020'C (1.e, within the r recrystailization range), the textures
in both steels contain the {OOI } 10> and {1 10} 10> components. The sharpness of the {OOI } 10>

componentgenerally increases with decreasing finish rolling temperature down to 630'C, while the
{1 1O} 10> componentgradually weakensand finally disappears after ferrite roliing, Themicroalloyed steel

displays a muchsharper texture than the plain Csteel whenfinish rolled at 870'C (i.e. within the r pancaking

range for the Nb steel) and at 730'C (in the r +c( intercritical range). After finish rolling at 870'C, the

major texture components in the microalloyed steel are {1 13} 10> and {332} 13>, in addition to the

above two, while the plain Csteel texture only contains somelow intensity maxima. Whenfinish rolled at

730'C, weak peaks appear at {223} and {554} in the plain Csteel and stronger ones at

{441 1} 10> and {554} in the microalloyed steel. After warmrolling at 630'C, the major texture

componentsin both steels are {223} 10>, {554} and {OOI } 10>-

The {ool} 10> and {1 10} 10> componentsare obtained, by transformation, from the {100} >
(cube) and {1 22} 2> (twinned cube) componentsof the recrystallized r. By contrast, the {1 13} 10>
and {332} 13> componentsoriginate, respectively, from the {1 12} 11>(copper) and {1 1O} 12> (brass)

componentsof the unrecrystallized r .
During continued rolling in the r +cr or ~ range, these transformation

texture componentsare further modified by deformation and ultimately give rise to the stable end orientations

which constitute the well-known warmrolling texture in steels.

KEYWORDS:controlled rolling; texture; plain Csteel; microalloyed steel.

1. Introduction

The controlled rolling of microalloyed steels involves

finishing in the unrecrystallized r region. This is often

fol]owed by reductions in the intercriticai (r +ec) and

sometimes even in the upper c( range. Whensufncient

strain has accumulated In the r, a fairly sharp rolling

texture develops, which Is later inherited by the product

ae phase. This transformation texture is further sharpened

and modified by lowering the finish rolling temperature,

so that the transformed o( phase is also deformed.

The various kinds of transformation textures en-

countered in steels, their probable modesof origin and
their technological importance have recently been

reviewed by Rayand Jonas. 1) Thesubject of transforma-

tion textures has taken on added significance due to the

demandfor low cost deep drawlng steels produced
directly by hot roliing for use in p]ace of the conventlonal

cold rolled grades. For adequate propertles, such

materials must possess a strong {111}fibre texture after

transformation from the r. It has also been observed

that extra low carbon steels with strong {1 1l} textures

and therefore high r-values can be produced by rolling

In the upper o( range.2~6)

In spite of the technological importance of transfor-

mation textures in steels and their direct effects on
mechanical properties, relativeiy few detai]ed investi-

gations have been carried out In this area, the only

systematic study to date being that of Inagaki.7 9) There
is, therefore, muchscope for further research on texture

formation in steels during controlled rolling. Thepresent

work was undertaken with a view to determining the

effect of finish rolling temperature on the development

of anisotropy in a plain Cand a Nbmicroalloyed steel.

Detai]ed texture measurementswere madeon samples

obtained at different stages of controlled rolling and the

effect of the ro]1ing parameters on texture formation is

explained in this way.

2. Experimental

Thechemical compositions of the two steels are given
in Table l. The steels were supplied by Stelco Steel

In Hamilton, Canada, In the form of transfer bars

about 50mmin thickness and I x Imin size. Small ingots

about 180 x 120 x 50mmwere cut from the plates and
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Table l.

Steel C Mn P S

Chemical compositions of the two steels. (wt'/*)

Si Ni Cr Mo V Nb ASA* NCu

Plain C I.24 0.01 1 0.004 O. 185 0.0120.20

Nbmicroalloyed 0.1 8 135 0.005 0.008 0.244 0.014

O.O13 0.030 0.006 O004 0.002 0.044 O0065
0.009 0.0 18 0.002 0.003 0.034 O048 0.0074

* Acid soluble aluminum.
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soaked for 2h at 1250'C in an electric muffle furnace.

Controlled rolling was carried out up to a total of

90 o/o reduction in the instrumented reversing mill

at CANMET,Ottawa, and rolling was initiated in each

case at 1200'C. Four different rolling schedules were
employedon the two steels; these involved finishing at

l 020'C (in the recrystallized r range), at 870'C (in the

pancaked r range for the Nb steel), at 730'C (in the

r +0e range) and at 630'C (in the ce range). Thedetailed

rolling schedules, including the numberof passes, are

shownschematically in Fig. l.

The rolling temperature was monitored closely by
inserting thermocouples into holes drilled in the central

parts of a numberof trial samples of each steel. Optical

pyrometers placed above the surfaces of the rolled

materials were calibrated against the thermocouple
readings from the centres of the samples. Thecalibrations

were then used to record the temperature of the samples

during the actual rolling operations. After rolling, all the

samples were air-cooled to room temperature.

The crystallographic textures were measured in the

form of {I lO}, {200} and{I12} pole figures at the sample

mid-thicknesses on an automatic texture goniometer.

Orientation dlstribution functions (ODF'S) were calcu-

lated from these pole figure data in the usual manner.
The texture samples were also employed for the
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Fig. 2. Optical microstructures of the plain C steel, finish

rolled at: (a) I020*C, (b) 870'C. (c) 730'C and (d)

630'C.

preparation of optical micrographs.

3. Results

3.1. Optical Microstructures

The microstructures of the plain Csteel finish rolled

at the four different temperatures are illustrated in

Fig. 2. Large, nearly equiaxed ferrite grains are obtained

when the steel is finished at I 020'C. These grains

were produced by transformation from austenite grains

formed by static recrystallizatlon after deformation at

that relatively high temperature. Finish rolling at 870

and 730'C produces progressively finer but stlll nearly

equiaxed ferrite grains. The shape of the pearlite grains

indicates that very little pancaking of the untransformed

r grains occurred during finish rolling at 870'C, which

mustbe abovethe T,*, for the austenite phase in this steel.

(The T~, or 'no-recrystallization' temperature Is that

below which austenite recrystallization no longer takes

place during the interpass intervals.) However, rolling in

the intercritical range did produce some pearlite

pancaking, which indicates that rolling wascarried out
below the T,,.. After warmrolling at 630'C, the .ferrite

grains appear fiat and elongated, indicating that the

ferrite T~, is well above 630'C.

The optical microstructures of the microalloyed steel

finish rolled at the sametemperatures are presented in

Fig. 3. As in the case of the plain C steel, Iarge and

approximately equiaxed ferrite grains are present in the
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Fig, 3.

Fig. 4.

Optical microstructures ol' the microalloyed steel, finish

rolled at: (a) I020*'C, (b) 870'C, (c) 730"C and (d)

630'C.
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(200) pole figures ol' the plain Csteel, finish rolled at:

(a) I 020"C, (b) 870"C, (c) 730"C and (d) 630'C
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specimen finish rolled at I 020'C. Finish rolling at 870
and 7_30'C produces a progressively finer ferrite grain

size and the shapeof the pear]ite grains indicates that the

untransformed r grains were being pancaked. After

rolling at the latter temperature, which is below the ferrite

T,,., elongated o( grains can be seen. This Is due to the

presence of Nbin this steel. After warmrolllng at 630'C,

deformed and elongated ferrite grains appear, as in the

case of the plain Csteel.

3.2. Pole Figures and ODF's

The (200) pole figures for the plain Csteel finish rolled
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Frg. 5. (200) pole figures ofthe microalloyed steel,finish rolled

at: (a) I 020'C, (b) 870'C, (c) 730'C and (d) 630'C.

TD

at the four different temperatures are shown in Fig. 4.

These are complete pole figures recalculated from the

corresponding ODF'S. The locations of a few ideal

orientations havebeenmarkedin each of these diagrams.
Figures 4(a) to 4(c) display manysimilarities; al] are
rather weakin intensity (the highest intensity is I.9 times

random) and have simllar pole distributions. The most
clearly identified orientation is the {OOl} l0>• The
maximaare slightly shifted from this ideal orientation

to {OOI } in Fig. 4(a). Asomewhatsharper texture
is obtained after ferrite rolling (Fig. 4(d)). Here the

texture componentsappear as {OOI} 1I0>, {554}

and {223} I I0>, all of moderately strong intensity.

The (200) pole figures for the microalloyed steel finish

rolled at the four different temperatures are presented in

Fig. 5. Comparisonwith those for the plain Csteel (see

Fig. 4) indicates that the microalloyed ones are detectably

moreintense. Although the pole distribution patterns in

Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) are similar, the differences are greater
between Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) on the one hand and Figs.

5(b) and5(c) on the other. Themajor orientations present
in the textures of the Nb steel finish rolled at 870 and
730'C are the {OO1} 110> and {113} 1I0>• The texture

of the microalloyed steel after ferrite rolling (see Fig.

5(d)) Is almost identical to the texture of the similarly

treated plaln Csteel (see Fig. 4(d)).

The c1 =0' and c1 =90' sections of the experimental

ODF's for the plain Cand the microalloyed steel are

shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Figure 6 again

indicates that the overall intensities of the plain Ctextures

are low for finishing temperatures of I 020, 870 and
730'C. However, the sharpness increases significantly

after ferrite rolling at 630'C. In all cases, the major

texture component is the {OOl}

•

In the sample
finished at I 020'C, there is also a strong componentat

{1 10} I0>• The intensity of the latter decreases as the

finish rolling temperature Is lowered and it disappears
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completely after ferrite rolling. A component near
{865} 3I0> (which is close to {332} 13>) appears in

the texture of the sample finish rolled at 870'C and its

intensity increases when the finishing temperature is

10wered to 730'C. Finally, after ferrite rolling, the

{332} 13> is displaced to becomea strong {554}

component. The {223} I0> orientation appears as an
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Fig. 8. A three-dimensional view of Euler space, showing the

locations of important orientations belonging to the

RD,TDand NDfibres.

important texture componentin the sample finished at

730'C and this becomesthe strongest orientation after

ferrite rolling.

Figure 7showsthat the microalloyed steel textures are

muchsharper than those of the plaln Csteel. Here, as

before, {OOl} I0> and {1 10} I0> are the two most
important components in the sample finish rolled at

1020'C. In addition, there is a moderately strong

{865} I0> component, which is not very far from
{332}

•
As the finish rolling temperature is

decreased, the overall intensity of the texture sharpens

significantly (by a factor of l.5 to 2 times). For the

specimen finish rolled at 870'C, the major texture

componentis located near the {1 13} I0>• This is also

the main texture component for the steel finished at

730'C. After ferrite rolling, the major texture component
shifts to {223}

,

while the other componentsare
{554} and {OOl} l0>-

3.3. RD,TDand NDFibres

The three important fibres whlch are normally used

to describe the textures in rolled and recrystallized ferrite

are represented in Euler (ODF) space in Fig. 8. These

are referred to here as the RD, NDand TD fibres.

Although the Greek letters, c(, r and 8 have been used

by Seidal et al. Io) to denote these fibres, that terminology
is not adopted in this paper in order to avoid confusion

with the c( and r phases in steels. All the orientatlons

lying along the RDfibre are related by rotations along

the RD! I0> axis, and the fibre lies along c2 =45' in

the c1 =0' section. Orientatlons on the NDfibre have

a common111>iNDand this fibre extends parallel to

the c1 axls at c=55' andc2 =45'. TheTDfibre contains

orlentations that have a common I0>ll TDand this

fibre lies along c2 =45' in the c1 =90' sectlon.

The differences between the textures of the two steels

can be recognized more clearly whenthe relevant data

are plotted in terms of these fibres. The plain Cpole

density.1(9) distribution along the RDfibre is shownin

Fig. 9(a). Whenfinish rolled at I 020'C, this steel displays
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moderate values (2.0 to 3.0) of f(g) at and around
(OOl)[110] and (110)[llO]. On lowering the finishing

temperature first to 870'C and then to 730'C (the latter

is within the r +0( intercritical range), the (OOl)[1 10]

intensity is sharpened progressively while the (1 lO)[1 lO]

is decreased. In addition, a small intensity humpappears

near (223)[1 10]. Finish rolling in the o( range (at 630'C)

causes a drastic changein the nature as well as the overall

intensity of the RDfibre; it nowdisplays a sharp texture

component, Iying between (1 12)[110] and (223)[1 10].

This is accompaniedby a sharp increase in the intensity

of the (OO1)[llO] orientation, while the (llO)[110]

componenttotally disappears.

Anexamination of the TDfibre for the plain Csteel

finish rolled at I 020'C (Fig. 9(b)) reveals a broad intensity

maximumcentred around (1 14)[22l], in addition to the

presence of the (OOl)[1 lO] orientation. Onlowering the

finishing temperature to 870'C, the (OO1)[1 10] intensity

sharpens considerably and the humparo'Jnd (1 14)[22l]

disappears. By contrast, a small peak near (554)[225]

appears after finish rolling at 730'C. The intensity of this

peak shows a drastic increase and the (OOl)[llO]

component is further sharpened by ferrite rolling (at

630'C).

The NDfibres for the plain Csteel are presented in

Fig. 9(c). Theorientation densities are relatively constant

along this fibre in the samplesfinished at the four different

temperatures. While the orientation densities of the fibres

corresponding to finishing temperatures of I 020 and

870'C are slightly above random, thef(g) for the 730'C
finished material is about 2times random. Ferrite rolling

(at 630'C) produces an NDfibre with the highest f(9)

value, nearly 4.0.

Comparisonof the RDand TDplots for the plain C
steel (Figs. 9(a) and9(b)) with those for the microalloyed

steel (Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)) reveals that the texture

componentsin the latter are decidedly moreintense than

in the former. TheRDpiot for the Nbsteel (Fig. lO(a))

finish rolled at I 020'C displays higher intensities of the

(OOl)[110] and (1 lO)[1 10] components, a small hump
near (223)[110], plus a moderately intense peak at

(331)[1 lO]. Lowering the finish rolling temperature to

870'C causes a drastic increase in the intensities of the

componentsbetween (114)[110] and (223)[llO]. Fur-

thermore, a sharp peak appears close to the (1 13)[1 lO]

orientation, the intensity of the (OOl)[1 lO] component
remains practically unchanged,and that of the (1 1O)[ IIO]

Table 2.

32 (1992), No. 2

is weakened. Ondecreasing the finish rolling tempera-

ture to 730'C, the (1 13)[1 10] peak is shifted to near
(4 411)[ I IO] and the (OOI)[ 11O] componentis sharpened,

while (1 lO)[1 10] remains practically unchanged. Finish-

ing in the ferrite range (630'C) shifts the peak of the RD
fibre to near (223)[1 lO] and also increases its intensity

slightly. At the same time, the (110)[llO] component
disappears completely.

TheTDfibre for the Nbsteel (Fig. lO(b)) finish rolled

at I020'C displays, in addition to the sharp (OOl)[1 lO]

component, a low intensity plateau ranging from
(1 11)[1 12] to (1 lO)[OOl]. This intensity sharpened sig-

nificantly and showeda maximumat (332)[1 13] when
finish rolling was carried out at 870'C. This peak is

sharpened further whenthe finish rolling temperature is

lowered to 730'C. There is also some increase in the

strengths of the (OOl)[1 10] and (1 lO)[OOl] components
at this stage. After ferrite rolling (630'C), there is a
perceptible shift of the (332)[ll3] component to

(554)[225], which also has a muchhigher intensity. At
the sametime the (1 lO)[OOl] drops to below random.

The NDfibres for the microalloyed steel (Fig. 10(c))

show surprising similaritles to the corresponding plots

for the plain Csteel (Fig. 9(c)). While the fibre of the

sample finish rolled in the r recrystallization range
(1 020'C) is of nearly uniform intensity, those for the

870 and 730'C finished materials display perceptible in-

creases in the intensities of the {111} I0> component
and a corresponding decrease in the intensities of the

{1 1l} 12> component. A reasonably strong NDfibre

of remarkably uniform intensity (,f(9)
=4•O) is obtained

after ferrite roliing at 630'C.

The texture componentsobserved experimentally at

different stages of controlled rolling in the two steels are

comparedin Table 2. Theformation of these components
and the modifications they undergo during rolling will

nowbe considered in moredetail.

4. Discussion

Theabove results indicate that the textures of plain C
and Nbmicroalloyed steels are similar when these are
either finish rolled in the r recrystallization range (at

1020'C) or are subjected to warm(ferrite) rolling. By
contrast, whenfinish rolllng is carried out at 870'C (which
is in the r recrystallization range for the Csteel, but in

the r no-recrystallization range for the Nbsteel) as well

Effect of finish rolling temperature on major texture componentsin the Cand the Nbsteel.

Steel

1020'C

Texture componentsobserved after finish rolling at

870'C 730"C 630'C

Changesin intensity

with lowering of finish

rolling temperature

Plain C

Nbmicroalloyed

{oo I} 1I0>

ll lo} Iro>

{ool } I i0>

{I Io} 1I0>

{ool}

{llo}

{OOI } I l0>

{Iro} I I0>

{I13} 1I0>-
{332} 113>-

{ool } I I0>

{I Io} I I0>

J*223} Iro>

{554}

{ool } I I0>

{Iro} I I0>

{44 1l} I0>-
{554}

{ool } I I0>

{223} I I0>

{554}

{oo I} I I0>

{223} I I0>

{554}

Generally sharpens

Generally weakens

Sharpens remarkably

Sharpens remarkably

Generally sharpens

Generally weakens

Generally sharpens

Sharpens
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Table 3. bcc orientations derived from orientations in

fcc r.

Initial fcc orientation* Derived bcc orientation

{OOI} II0>

{IOO} >(cube) [110} >
{I lO} I I0>

{OOI} I I0>

{122} 12> (twlnned cube) {I lO} 1>
{I lO} I I0>

{332} I13>

{I lO} 12> (Bs) {II l} 12>

[OOI } I i0>

{I13} I I0>
{1 12} I0>

{I12} 111>(Cu)
{201 } 102>
{1 lO} I0>

{ll3}

[123} (S) {332} I13>

{I lO} 1I0>

* The cube, Bs, Cu and Sorientations are defined and described in

more detail in Ref. l).

as in the r +ac intercritical range (at 730'C), the two
steels respond very differently with regard to texture

formation. This is because the deformation textures

acquired by the Nbsteel during rolling are subsequently

inherited by the product phase (oe) after transformation.

Although experimental difficulties generally preclude the

direct measurementof r hot rolling textures, these have

been successfully simulated through the use of fcc

materials with comparable stacking fault energies

(SFE's). For example, an alloy of Ni with 30 wtolo cobalt

has an SFEsimilar to that of r iron, and has been

employedsuccessfully as a modelmaterial for simulation

purposes. I I )
In this way, the major componentsof the r rolling

textures have been shown to be the {110} (Bs),

{112} I I I>(Cu) and {123} (S); similarly, the main
recrystallization texture componentsare the {100} >
(cube) and {122} (twinned cube). These austenite

texture componentsand the ferrite orientations that are

obtained from them are summarizedin Table 3.12)

4.1. Similarities between the Textures of the Cand the

NbSteel

After finish rolling at I 020'C, the major texture

componentin both the plain Cand the microalloyed

steel is {OOl}

•

This is obtained from the re-

crystallized r in the form of a strong cube component,
{lOO}

,

and its twin, {122}

•
The other im-

portant component present in the two steels at this

stage, namely the {I lO} I0>, can also be derived from
the above two componentsof recrystallized r (see Ta-

ble 3).

The {OOl} I0> orientation is an important compo-
nent of the transformation texture in both steels, even
after finish rolling at 870 and 730'C, and, in case of the

C steel, it is perceptibly sharper at these lower tem-

peratures than when the specimens are finish rolled at

1020'C. Finish rolling at 870'C rather than I020'C
(both temperatures are in the r recrystallization range
for the Csteel) Ieads to more accumulated strain prior
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to eachcycle of recrystallization. This appears to produce

a sharper cube texture in the austenite and therefore

a moresevere {OOl} II0> componentIn the transform-

ed oc.

By contrast, in the microalloyed steel the presence of

Nbappears to strengthen the recrystallization (i.e. the

cube) componentin the r. This causes the {OOI } I I0>

componentto be sharper after finish rolilng at I020'C.

Lowering the finlsh rolllng temperature to 870'C (which
is in the r no-rc'crystallization range for the Nb steel)

decreases the amountof cube oriented material in the r
and therefore leads to a weakening of the {OOl} i0>

componentin the ferrite. The subsequent sharpening of

this orientation, after finish rolling at 730'C (in the r + c(

intercritical range), is due to the effect of c( rolling. The
slight decrease In the strength of this componentin the

C steel after finish rolling at 730'C may be due to

recrystallization of the ferrite. The lack of any ferrite

pancaking in this material, at this stage of rolling points

to this possibility (see Fig. 2).

The present results also show that ferrite rolling

increases the sharpness of the {OOI} 1I0> componentin

both steels. This indicates that it is both highly stable

and amenableto further sharpening by deformation in

the o( region. These results are in confiict with Inagaki

and Suda's observationsl3) that thls ferrite orientation

lacks stability and that, on deformation, its intensity

decreases while the peak is shifted along the RDfibre to

close to {I14} I0>• However, the present results are in

good agreementwith those of somerecent experiments

by Lucke and co-workers,lo,14) and are also supported

by the deformation texture simulations of T6th et al.15)

The other important orientation observed in both
steels after finish rolling at I020'C is the {1 lO} I0>-

This componentdecreases almost continuously In in-

tensity as the finish rolling temperature is lowered in the

r and r +c( ranges and finally disappears after ferrite

rolling. As shownby the texture simulations of T6th
et al.,15) the {1 lO} I0> orientation In ferrite is highly

unstable during rol]ing, and there is an orientation flow

from this position towards {1 11} l0>• Thus, the dis-

appearanceof the {I lO} I I0> componentis expected to

enhance the NDfibre simultaneous]y, which is precise-

ly what is observed, in both steels after ferrite rolling.

4.2. Differences in the Textures oftbe Cand the NbSteel

Significant differences In the transformation textures

of the plain Cand Nb steels were noted when finish

rolling was carried out at 870'C. In the microalloyed

steel, the precipitation of NbCNIeads to the suppression

of recrystallization in the r ,
thereby producing a sharp

r rolling texture.1) As a result, a marked c( texture is

produced after transformation. The cc texture in this

material conslsts of a distinct componentin the vicinity

of {1 13} 1I0> and another near {332} I13>• Theseare
primarily derived, respectively, from the {112}

and {1 lO} 12> componentsof the unrecrystallized r.

By contrast, a muchweaker and flatter texture is pres-

ent in the plain C steel at this stage because the

recrystallization of r could not be suppressed. The
optlcal microstructures of the two steeis at this stage

,:(-:.] 1992 ISiJ
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(Figs. 2and 3) support this view; while the plain Csteel

consists of nearly equiaxed and larger ferrite grains, finer

grains, some equiaxed and some elongated and fiat,

constitute the structure of the microalloyed steel.

The sharp differences between the textures of the two
steels are maintained even after finish rolling at 730'C
(i.e. in the r + oe intercritical range). In contrast to the

previous cases, the texture of the c( at this stage includes

contributions from (i) texture development in the parent

r phase, (ii) the effects of the r -e( transformation,

and (iii) texture development in the product oe phase.

In addition to the {OOl}

,

the two major com-
ponents of the plain Csteel texture are the {223} I I0>

and {554}

,

while the corresponding orientations

in the microailoyed steel are near {4411} and
{332} I13>/{554}

-

The two transformation texture components in the

microalloyed steel can be construed as having been

formed from the {112} and {llO} com-
ponents, respectively, of the deformed r .

However,

when compared to the texture of the 870'C finished

material, there is a perceptible shift in the maximaof

the two components in the directions: {113}
-{44 1l} and {332} 13>-{554} (see Figs.

10(a) and 10(b)). Thesetwo shifts correspond to increas-

ing c along the RDfibre and decreasing c along the

TDfibre, respectively.

The locations of the two major componentsof the

plain Csteel texture, namely, {223} I I0> and {554}

,show a muchlarger shift along the above two direc-

tions and awayfrom the positions of the ideal compo-
nents derived from the unrecrystallized r texture (see

Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)). T6th et al.,15) in their simulations

of texture development in ferrite during rolling, have

shownthat the {223} I I0> and {554} orientations

are muchmorestable, respectively, than the {I13} 1I0>

and {332} 13>• Since finish rolling in the r +c( range
involves the rolling of transformed oc, the displacements

of the {1 13} I0> and {332} 13> orientations along

the above-mentioneddirections is to be expected. Before

finish roiling in the r + o( range, the microalloyed steel

already had a fairly sharp r deformation texture. Thus
the contribution from the rolling of whatever oc formed
in the intercritical range is not significant enoughto cause

a major shift in orientatlon of the texture components.
By contrast, the plain Csteel only possessed a weakr
deformation texture to begin with, so that the relative

contribution of oc rolling in the r + ce range to the overall

ferrite texture is significant enough to produce a larger

shift in the ideal texture componentsderived from the

unrecrystallized r .

4.3. WarmRolling Textures of the Cand the NbSteel

The plain Cand Nb steel textures were remarkably

similar after warmrolling at 630'C. In addition to the

strong {OOl} I0> component, both steels contain two
other highly intense components, i,e. the {223} I I0> and
{554}

•
Asdiscussed earlier, the {223} 110> portion

of the RDfibre is morestable than the {I13} I I0>, while

the {554} portion of the TDfibre is more stable

than the {332}

•15)
As a result, during o( rolling,
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there is a net orientation fiow from {I13} 1I0> towards
{223} I0> and from {332} 13> towards {554} -

Evidently, deformation of the oc plays a muchmore
important role In texture formation in the plain Csteel

than the transformation of the r deformation texture

inherited by the o(. Thus, although a weak texture was
produced by finish rolling at 730'C, further rolling down
to 630' Ied to the formation of a muchstronger texture.

In the microalloyed steel, on the other hand, c( rolling

produced only a moderate sharpening of the existing

texture plus somedisplacement of the components to

morestable orientations.

The results indicate that the formation of warmroll-

ing textures is only slightly influenced by the initial

transformation texture inherited by the oc from the r .

This Is further supported by the observation that an
almost perfect NDfibre of about the samestrength is

formed in both the plain Cand Nb steels after ferrite

rolling (see Figs. 9(c) and lO(c)), although the intensities

of the textures differed widely in the two steels at the

beginning of oe rolling.

4.4. Correlation between Textures and Microstructures

Another interesting point to note is the correlation

between the state of the microstructure and the cor-
responding texture in a particular sample. Thus, quite

low texture severities are observed in the plain Csteel

finish rolled at I 020, 870 and 730'C and also in the

microalloyed steel finish rolled at I 020'C. The cor-
responding microstructures clearly indicate very little

or no pancaking in the untransformed r .
By contrast,

the moderately strong textures found in the Nb steel

finish rolled at 870 and 730'C correlate well with the

evident pancaking of a large fraction of the un-
transformed r grains. Thecorrelation betweenthe most
intense textures, produced by warm rolling, and the

corresponding microstructures is also readily apparent.

4.5. Textures and the Resultant Plastic Anisotropy

Since the plastic anisotropy of a material is very much
a function of its texture, the transformation textures

produced in hot and controlled rolled steels determine

several industrially important mechanical properties.

Figures ll(a) and ll(b) illustrate how the r~-value and
yield strength are expected to vary for different texture

componentsas a function of the angle c( with respect to

the rolling direction. 1' 16) Thesecalculations were carried

out by assumingthat each texture componentis the oniy

onepresent (with no randombackground), and that there

is a 15' gaussian spread about the respective ideal

orientation,16) In addition to the two major transforma-

tion texture components{332} and {1 13} I0>,

these diagrams include plots for the {554} and
{223} I I0> orientations, which are derived, respectively,

from the transformed Bs ({332} 13>) and transformed

Cu({1 13} I0>) componentsby warmrolling.

As can be seen from Fig, I l(a), the {332} 13> and
{554} componentslead to f values well above 2,

whereas the {1 13} I0> Ieads to f values well below 2.

Thus f in commercial products can be influenced by the

factors affecting the relative strengths of the brass and
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copper components in the pancaked r, such as

compositlon, austenite grain size, finish rolling tempera-

ture and cooling rate.1) In a somewhatsimilar manner,
the ratio (T901(To (i.e. the transverse-t0-10ngitudinal yield

strength ratio) is also markedly influenced by the volume
fractions of the {I13} I I0> and {223} 1I0> components.
High proportions of the last two orientations lead to

significantly higher transverse yield strengths, Fig.

l l(b).16) The first of these results from the transforma-

tion of the Cu component({1 12} 1I>) that is intro-

duced by hot rolling and which is present in the

pancaked (unrecrystal]ized) austenite. The latter is

in turn formed from the {113} I0> (transformed Cu)

componentby the further intercritlcal or warmrolling
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of thls ferrite orientation. The strength of the Cu rel-

ative to the Bs component in the pancaked austenite
is again affected by the rolling and compositional pa-
rameters described above.i)

5. Conclusrons

(1) The p]ain Cand Nb steel textures are similar

whenthe steels are finish rolled in the r recrystallization

range (i.e. at I020'C). Themajor texture componentsin

both steels are the {OO1} I0> and {110} I0>, which

are derived from the recrystallization texture compo-
nents of the r, i.e. the cube {lOO} and its twin

{122}

.
The sharpness of the {OO1} I0> compo-

nent generally increases with decrease in the finish roll-

ing temperature, whereas the opposite is true for the
{1 lO} I0> component, which finally disappears after

ferrite roliing.

(2) TheNbsteel textures are muchsharper than those

of the plain C steel after finish rolling at 870 and at

730'C. The occurrence of NbCNprecipitation in the

microalloyed steel suppresses the recrystallization of r,
thereby producing a sharp r rolling texture, which
transforms into a well defined oc texture. In the plain C
steel, due to the absenceof Nb, no r pancaking occurs
and therefore only a weakr texture is produced, which
is inherited in diminished form by the c(.

(3) After finish rolling at 870'C, the other major
texture components in the microalloyed steel are
{113} and {332}

,
which are derived, re-

spectively, from the {1 12} 1l> and {1 lO} 12> com-
ponents of the unrecrystallized r . A muchflatter tex-

ture consisting of somebroad and low intensity max-
ima Is observed in the plain Csteel.

(4) After finish rolling at 730'C, the above two
texture components in the microalloyed steel are
displaced to {44 1l} I0> and near {554}

•
The

texture of the plain C steel, although muchless sharp

than that of the microalloyed steel, consists of the

{223} 10> and {554} components, in addition to

the {OO1} I0> and {1 IO} I0>.

(5) Remarkably similar and sharp textures are
produced in both steels by warmrolling at 630'C. The
major componentsof the texture at this stage are the

{223}

,

{554} and {OOl}

.
These are

associated with well defined NDfibres.
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